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Author, title

L. Bakal, To the Mountains! A
History of Mountaineering

Publisher

A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978- 5-906994-56-1
2020
64
Intellectual non-fiction

Author, title

Andrei Zhvaleuski,
Into space: how we reached the
stars
Drawings by Fyodor Vladimirov

Publisher

A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-906994-67-7
2020
84
Intellectual non-fiction

This is a unique story of how people changed their view of
mountains and mountain climbing. First they saw mountains as
an enemy to subjugate but with time the very process of ascent
acquired a special meaning for the climbers. The subdued
illustrations remind us of vintage postcards from the Alps.

Humans have always felt a bit crowded on Earth and looked
upward for inspiration and a new and different life. When the
work of many scientists, engineers and inventors made this
possible, people immediately rushed into space. Each step was
difficult and required sacrifices, sometimes even human ones.
Now there are plans to send an astronaut to Mars and colonize the
moon, and then ... Perhaps the readers of this book will be the
first pilots of the first interstellar ship from planet Earth.

Author, title

Evgenia Günter,
WHAT KIND OF PRINCESS
ARE YOU?
Drawings by Ekaterina Zhirkova

Publisher

A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-906994-66-0
2021
72
Intellectual non-fiction

Author, title

Pyotr Vorotyntsev,
ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE
The Story of the theatre
Drawings by Alisa Yufa

Publisher

A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-906994-58-5
2020
92
Intellectual non-fiction

What girl does not wish to become a princess? Many dream of a
luxurious dress with a long train, rich jewelry, a large retinue and,
of course, that their life becomes a pleasure – like that of a real
princess. Or is that so? We decided to check how princesses used
to live in various countries. How did they dress, what did they
love or hate, what did they study, whom were they afraid of, how
did they spent their time? Now girls will be able to choose
exactly what kind of princess they like most: one from Ancient
Egypt or Medieval Europe, Chinese or Tuareg, or one of many
others.

Humanity has been acting and playing roles from time
immemorial. The book explores theatre as an elusive, floating art
and outlines the evolving dynamics between the actors, director,
costume designer, composer and the public. How did the
relationship between actor and spectator change with time? This
is an illustrated history of theatre from Ancient Greece till the
present. Opera and ballet, puppet shows and street theatre, Noh
and kabuki theatre, Shake - speare, Stanislavsky and Meyerhold.

Author, title

Natalia and Vasily Volkov,
Drawings by Liza Kazinskaya,
TELEPHONE: the story

Publisher

A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-906994-94-3
2021
68
Intellectual non-fiction

Author, title
Publisher

E. Gyunter, How Do Animals
Sleep?
A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-906994-08-0
2018
42
Intellectual non-fiction

Today the telephone has become a familiar and necessary thing in
our daily life. But it was not always so. How did people manage
to communicate long distance before its invention? Who invented
it and what happened next? How was the first cable laid along the
bottom of the ocean and why were young ladies needed at
telephone exchanges? The book tells it all: the story of the
telephone up to the cell phone.

A series of illustrated books about animals: fun facts about their
strange and funny sleeping and courting habits, and their unique
talents and superpowers.

Author, title

A. Vasnetsova, Amazing
Parasites: Plants, Fungi and
Animals

Publisher

A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-906994-40-0
2019
64
Intellectual non-fiction

Author, title
Publisher

E. Stepanenko, Fantastic
Animals from Around the World
A Walk Through History

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-906994-06-6
2018
64
Intellectual non-fiction

We often use the word parasite meaning a lazy sponger. In
biology however, organisms living at the expense of others are
called parasites. We are surrounded by these creatures, they are
everywhere, sometimes inside us, too!
What a huge community! Plants, fungi, insects, even fish, birds
and animals!

From time immemorial people believed there were all kinds of
wondrous creatures in faraway places. They fly in the air and
swim deep in the ocean waters and hide in the mountains. Some
of them are dangerous and some can bring you wealth and even
eternal life. Some have been hunted for hundreds of years and are
still sought today. This book describes some of the bizarre
creatures born by humankind’s fantasy: their habits and habitats
and what science has to say about the possibility of their
existence.
Here you will find unicorn and cockatice, dragon and kitsune, the
kraken and the Nessie, tripodero and bigfoot and many others.

Author, title

Text by Daria Agapova, Varvara
Pomidor, The Queen of the Tulips

Publisher

Arca Publishers

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-91208-280-1
2019

Author, title
Publisher
ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

They were there for different reasons: Vanya was hiding in the
museum crowds to escape from fatigue and a sour mood, while
Tasya had wandered away from her parents and gotten lost while
collecting ideas for her album. The kids find that they have
something in common: the ability to travel through time and
space by gazing deeply and observantly into paintings. For them,
the images become portals into a different reality, where they
meet Rembrandt and his characters and also encounter the Queen
of the Tulips.

This book delves into the world of the Russian Avant-Garde
Remezova K., Gonserovskaya O., artists, who raced full speed ahead and created daring and original
The Avant-Garde Train— Full
works on the way. Even today their ideas are challenging and
Steam Ahead!
their art is amazing, although it has been a century since their first
Arca Publishers
experiments.
978-5-91208-444-7
2020

But this is no art history lecture course. You will hear the voices
of Kazimir Malevich, Natalia Goncharova, Mikhail Larionov,
Alexander Rodchenko, and others. Memoirs, manifestos, diary
entries from contemporaries, and reviews by critics - this is what
fills the pages of this unusual travelogue. Let’s jump in and
journey together on this train, seeing and hearing what started
their voyage, which passengers climbed aboard at different
stations, what discoveries they made together, and what thoughtprovoking works of art they produced for the world.

Author, title

Publisher
ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

Text by Vasily Uspensky,
Andrey Rossomakhin,
Denis Khrustalyov
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev,
Bears, Cossacks and Russian
Frost. Russia in the English
Caricature
before and after 1812
Arca Publishers
978-5-91208-200-9
2018
252

The present edition with colourful and witty prints contains a
captivating study that allows the reader to see Russian history
with European eyes and to understand the origins of modern
Western stereotypes in viewing Russia, the country of bears,
Cossacks and terrible frost.
The book carries more than one hundred British caricatures
having Russia as their main subject, and by far there hasn’t been
any similar edition either in this country or abroad. In this
original visual history of the early 19th century Russia we see
Emperor Alexander I embraced by a cook and Field-Marshal
Kutuzov roasting Napoleon on a spitter; ataman Platov dressed
as an Oxford don and a Russian peasant teaching the French to
perform a Russian folk dance; Nicholas I sitting on a doubleheaded eagle and Russian Frost mounting a Russian Bear... All
of them are characters of British caricatures which two
centuries ago made the whole Europe roar with laughter and
which are still practically unknown in Russia.
A unique visual imagery is followed by a detailed commentary,
an essay, appendices and reference matter. The book is
published to coincide with the 200th anniversary of the Patriotic
War of 1812 and Foreign Campaigns of the Russian Army.

D
Publisher

S. Makeev and T. Makeeva,
Eternal Friends: Toys from A to Z
Dar

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-485-00591-7
2018
156
Cultural traditions

Author, title

S. Makeev and T. Makeeva,
Under the Family Lampshade:
Home Games and Entertainment
from A to Z
Dar

Author, title

Publisher
ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-485-00611-2
2020
156
Cultural traditions

This book is a collection of informative and entertaining stories
about traditional toys, distributed mainly in Europe and
America, as well as in Russia. it introduces readers to the
history of their origin, traditions and customs associated with
them from ancient times to the last third of the twentieth
century. Some of the materials are devoted to original Russian
toys. The articles are supplemented with fragments of poems,
stories and fairy tales dedicated to toys. The authors of the book
have collected a significant collection of toys that serve as
documentary illustrations of the publication. The book will be
interesting and useful for parents and children, as well as
teachers and all adults whose activities are related to the
upbringing of children and the organization of children's
leisure.

This book is a collection of informative and entertaining stories
about Board games and home entertainment in the XIX - XX
centuries. Along with the well-known ones, the book also
presents rare games, some of them are described for the first
time, the history of their origin and forms of existence in
different countries are investigated. The book will be interesting
for children and adults, teachers and organizers of children's
leisure. The authors of the book are collector T. A. Makeeva
and writer S. L. Makeev collected a significant collection of
games of the XIX - first half of the XX century, as well as
works of fine and applied art, which serve as documentary
illustrations of the publication.

Author, title

Ksenia Gorbunova, Gran from
the Valley of jumping streams

Publisher

Dobry Velikan

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9909207-7-4
2020
72
Сhildren's literature

Author, title

Zartayskaya Irina, Briosh

Publisher

Dobry Velikan

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9909207-5-0
2019
32
Сhildren's literature

Gran is not an ordinary old lady. She collects fairy tales, plants
dreams, makes friends with monsters and discovers things that
adults do not always see.
The book promotes the emancipation of children's
consciousness, removing fears of invisible, invented monsters. It
displaces phobias, makes readers fearless and expands the
boundaries of thinking.

Brioche is a small story about a lonely baker, in which many
things fit: compassion for loved ones, love, and hope for a
miracle....

Author, title
Publisher

Tatyana Berezyuk, From the life
of one tree
Dobry Velikan

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9907787-0-2
2019
48
Сhildren's literature

Author, title
Publisher

Tatyana Berezyuk, The sea loves
you
Dobry Velikan

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9909207-6-7
2020
48
Сhildren's literature

From the life of one tree - kind, bright fairy tales, about the earth,
about a dream and that everything around is alive. The book is
aimed at forming a careful attitude to nature.

The main character is an old man Dato. He often comes to the
sea and sits for a long time on the shore, listening to the sound
of the waves and the cries of gulls. Once his seven-year-old
granddaughter Marika asked why he likes to visit the sea so
much, and then Dato told her the amazing story of his
friendship with the sea, which began in his distant childhood.

Author, title

K

Publisher

Ilya Polunitsyn " KhukhryMukhry
Dobry Velikan

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9909207-8-1
2021
80
Сhildren's literature

Author, title

Rudashevsky E., The raven

Publisher

Kompasguide

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00083-333-9
2017
176
Novel

"Khukhry-Mukhry" is a collection of fairy tales written in the
folklore style, where the author introduces the young reader to oral
folk art by playing Russian apt words and expressions. All the
events of this book unfold in the village, which is called-HuhryMuhry. The main character of most stories is a balalaika buffoon,
nicknamed Tryntsy-Bryntsy.

14-year-old Dima, the main character of The Raven, joins three
grown men on their trip to taiga, hoping they will teach him all the
subtleties of sable hunt. Uncle Nikolay Nikolayevitch can read
traces on the snow like J.F. Cooper’s characters. Artemych can
masterfully crack jokes and keep up a mundane urban conversation;
but nevertheless, the taiga feels like home to him. Vitya has a tragic
past, a remedy to which he seeks in sable hunt. With the help of
these people,
Dima strives to undergo a sort of initiation and prove himself he is
not a child anymore. The novel was included in the list of White
Ravens Festival, held by Munich International Youth Library, and
was awarded “Commander’s Choice” at V. Krapivin Prize.

Author, title

Gromova O., Sugar Child

Publisher

Kompasguide

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00083-392-6
2017
160
War novel

In the modern Russian literature, especially in the children’s
literature, few books become a sensation. Not every year it is
possible to find a book, which is read and discussed almost by
everyone. Olga Gromova’s Sugar Child, first published in 2014, has
been reissued several times. The author of the new cover is Ksenia
Dereka. Her illustration won the reader’s competition held by
KompasGuide and Illustrators.ru site in social networks in June 2017.
Sugar Child tells the story of a 5-year-old girl Elya, who was sent
with her mother to a camp in Kirgizia as family members of an
“enemy of the people”. Settling into a new place is hard, looking
back on happy days in Moscow is painful and getting to know
strange people is scary. However, this novel, despite its difficult
subject, is its own way bright and optimistic: new place will be
settled into, a grown-up Elya will see Moscow again and good people
can be found anywhere.
Rights sold to: Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, France,
Georgia, Lebanon, China, India.
More than 80 thousand copies sold.

Author, title
Publisher

Boteva M. , Ice-cream in Wafer
Cups
Kompasguide

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-905876-54-7
2017
160
Novel

Author, title

Gromova O., Valhen

Publisher

Kompasguide

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00083-740-5
2021
424
War novel

Ice-cream in Wafer Cups by Maria Boteva is a collection
consisting of three piercing and surprisingly honest stories about
teenagers’ lives. The characters of the story, Ice-cream in Wafer
Cups, form an unusual family, whose house is open for anyone,
who finds it difficult to live in the big world. Children and adults
can leave at any time — to go to the sea, the world’s end,
unknown places... And then they certainly come back — to the
place where they are beloved and welcomed. Schoolmates from
School at the Match make an important discovery together: it is
possible to rescue others only after having learned to understand
themselves. And the ridiculous and touching girl, the storyteller
from Place for a Holiday, knows how fragile the human soul can
be — and she loudly says: «Long live the heart!»
Rights sold to China
Includes in the list of the «White Ravens»

Cloudless Crimean summer. Thirteen-year-old Valya has a
vacation ahead of her: swimming, reading, talking with her best
friend. And then - the seventh grade and four years of excellent
study for the sake of the dream of going to medical. And then - a
whole life. But on June 22, 1941, war broke out, and every day
brought change. Young men have disappeared from the streets.
For hours you have to stand behind the simplest products. Here
the invaders broke into the houses, unthinkable orders and threats
appeared. A few months will pass and the girl will be sent along
with hundreds of others to Germany, where she will be labeled
with the "OST" sign, like a stigma: "Ostarbeiter" is not a person,
but a cheap labor force. Hard work, injustice, hardship - and
growing up, meeting amazing people who call her in German:
Walchen. The first love. And again - a whole life.

Author, title

Bershadskaya M., Big little girl

Publisher

Kompasguide

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00083-246-2
2015
48
Children's picture book

The story of the girl Zhenya - big because she is taller than the
tallest basketball player, and small because she is 7 years old has become one of the most popular book series for children in
recent years: the total circulation of all publications exceeded 60
thousand copies. Chinese and Vietnamese translations were
published, the Pampambuk portal recognized Big Little Girl as
the best book in 2013, and in 2014 she received the Book of the
Year: Children Choose.
Now the publishing house
"CompassGid" is completing a cycle of 12 books by Belarusian
writer Maria Bershadskaya. For what 6-9-year-old readers fell in
love with the series, it is for the unique "moderately fabulous"
atmosphere: no matter how unusual the main character is - the
situations in which she finds herself are well known to any child.
But no less familiar is this feeling of one's own exclusiveness, of
dissimilarity from the rest - it is just that in the stories of Maria
Bershadskaya it is expressed by a fantastic metaphor.
The books were translated to Vietnamese, children’s book webmedia Papmambook Magazine named Big Little Girl The Book
of 2013, and in 2014 it received an award “The Book of The
Year: Children’s Choice”
Sold over 157.000 copies

P

Author, title

Kobilyakov I., Tales of Putorana
plateau

Publisher

PAULSEN

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-98797-263-2
2020
48
Children's literature

Author, title

Irina Leek and Lukas Scriven,
Tim and Diggy

Publisher

Polyandria Publishing House

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6042598-6-3
2020
184
Children's literature

Fantastical and at the same time life-like stories about a boy who,
with a camera and a notebook, studies the nature of the protected
Siberian plateau Putorana, these have been written by a
geographer, photographer, and journalist Ivan Kobilyakov who is
in love with the North, who has worked in this protected region
for several seasons. Unfortunately, Ivan never saw this book
published: when the illustration layout by the artist D. Gusev was
almost ready, he suddenly died at the age of 28. Vanya
Kobilyakov is one of those people who knew how to admire the
North, sought to learn more about the world around him, rejoiced
at the pristine beauty of nature and tried to involve as many likeminded people as possible.
We are pleased to present his book to you. Perhaps these fairy
tales will become the starting point for some of our young readers
who want to devote their lives to the study of the nature, climate,
and ethnography of the North.

Did you know that animals from the zoo can be taken home? Tim
didn’t know either. By chance, Tim meets a real live porcupine
named Diggy!
Diggy quickly becomes his best friend. This story consists of
amazing adventures, transformations and miracles that can
happen to any boy or girl if they have their own porcupine.
A book for readers of any age – real wizards who know that
miracles happen at every step!

Author, title

Vitaly Terletsky, Natsuki:
The Ten Moons

Publisher

Polyandria Publishing House

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9500736-4-9
2018
80
Children's literature

Author, title

Irina Zartayskaya and Assol
Saas, Ayasel

Publisher

Polyandria Publishing House

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6042026-5-4
2019
104
Children's literature

Never talk to strangers… especially if they are cats!
This fantasy is about travelling through other universes; it
begins, however, with an ordinary walk to the nearest
greengrocer’s shop. The ten moons and the ten worlds – which
one will echo within you? As for the cat, it’s not really a cat but
a tiger whose stripes bring the world into balance, just like dark
balances light.

In the heart of the boundless, sun-dried steppe stands a lonely
yurt. Ayasel, who is almost eighteen, lives here. Her relatives say
‘there is only wind in her head’.
The steppe expanses look like a mysterious planet. Past and
present, everyday life and ancient legends became entangled in
their tall herbs.
Somewhere out there, true love awaits. Who will Ayasel’s young
heart choose?
‘Ayasel’ is the first teenage book by the famous Russian
children's writer, Irina Zartayskaya, with amazing illustrations by
Assol Sas, an artist from Kazakhstan

Author, title

Irina Zartayskaya and Masha
Sudovykh, Oceans Between Us

Publisher

Polyandria Publishing House

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6041484-7-1
2019
56
Children's picture book

Author, title

Irina Zartayskaya and Natalia
Shaloshvili,
The Bear in Love

Publisher

Polyandria Publishing House

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6042600-8-1
2020
24
Children's picture book

There is an island inhabited only by children. The boys and
girls who live there are no different from ordinary children,
except the children who live on the island can only leave when
they find a family, which none of them yet have.
Little Tati has been waiting for seven years. Every day, she
watches her friends leave the island with their new families
and head off to a new world full of happiness and love. No one
has sailed to get her, so she decides to go and look for her
parents on her own. Nothing can stop her, not even the
warnings of the Wise Whale.
This is a story of a lonely yet determined child who has a
dream that will one day finally come true.

The Bear is in love, and all he can think about is her. It truly
transforms him – he even forgets how to take care of his lair
and when to hibernate. And he is dreaming!
In short, the Bear behaves a little funny and silly, like everyone
does when they are in love.
A touching story about a wonderful feeling that can change us
and turn our world around.

Author, title

Mikita Franko, Days Of Our
Lives

Publisher

Popcorn Books

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6043606-3-7
2020
400
Young adult

Author, title

Sasha Karin, Swimming section
for lonely drinkers

Publisher

Popcorn Books

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6044581-5-0
2020
304
Young adult

This novel is a coming-of-age story of a teenager who grows up with gay
parents in a small Russian town. Told in the first person, it gives an insight
into the frustration, confusion and anxiety which comes from surviving
within a hostile, conservative society — but also sheds light on the complex
nature of love.

After the adoption of the voluntary euthanasia law, the rivers and lakes of
Moscow were turned into underwater cemeteries. Mara, a young artist,
having writer’s block, is preparing to go into the water, but after meeting
Lisa, a girl who is losing her sight, begins to doubt her decision. The
friendship of two lost people turns into something more. Will Mara manage
to overcome the crisis and loneliness together with Lisa on the way to a
happy life?

Author, title

Julia Veresk, The very one

Publisher

Popcorn Books

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6044580-4-4
2020
352
Young adult

Author, title

Anatoly Vishevsky, Fragile
Fantasies of Oberbossierer Loys

Publisher

Popcorn Books

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6044580-9-9
2020
192
Young adult

Matvey hides in books from the world outside. After a family
tragedy, he becomes even more withdrawn, and in the thick air of
the old house where he lives with his mother and sister, quarrels
and misunderstandings constantly break out. One chance meeting
on a hot summer day changes forever Matvey's ideas about
himself, about love and about the world.

This book is about life, passion and death in the Duchy of
Württemberg in the times of his serene Highness the Duke Karl
Eugen, about Ludwigsburg porcelain factory’s old oberbossierer
Johann Jakob Loys, falling in love with a young oranges
merchant, who went to war, and about how Loys dreams about
him and embodies him in the statuettes. Did Loys waited for his
love? And did everything turn out as Johann Jakob imagined?
This story is about his inspiration, his love, his pain, and his
happiness…

Author, title

Polina Graf, Equilibris.
Monstrum

Publisher

Popcorn Books

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6045426-5-1
2021
480
Young adult

Author, title

Kedrova N., ABC of emotions

Publisher

Rare Bird

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6042829-0-8
2021
112
Children's book

Our world is full of living celestial bodies. Here, the war between
Light and Dark divided the Universe into parts. Souls are
weapons and tools.
You can't see the huge polis or the carnage of the luminaries from
the Earth. We are protectors, the people under the signs of the
constellations, have always been on our own. For thousands of
years, we have protected humanity from the Darkness of the
Universe. But the starry gaze fell on us. That day I split my soul,
lost a part of it, and forgot a lot. And then I was accused of
betraying the Light.
To find a piece of myself and justify myself is my last chance for
salvation, until something sleeping, dangerous and alien,
occupying the void inside my soul, gets the better of me...

R
This book tells about the emotions and feelings we experience in
a given situation. Feelings tell us about what is happening to us
and the world around us, and they help us find the right path to
our goal.
How can one understand another person's feelings? How to
express your own feelings? How to respond to other people's
feelings and understand yourself and others?
The book of the child psychologist and gestalt therapist Natalia
Kedrova is addressed to younger schoolchildren and adolescents,
as well as adults, because they also need to understand the
experiences of children.

Author, title

Nosyrev I., Ancient Babylon

Publisher

Rare Bird

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9909232-5-6
2021
32
Children's book

Author, title

Comp. K. Antonova, S.
Silvanovich, Moscow alphabet

Publisher

Rare Bird

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6042829-9-1
2020
32
Children's book

This is the third book of the Stories about History series. Its
heroes - the resourceful peasant Uh, his wife Ah, their many
children, relatives and neighbors - live in Mesopotamia, an
ancient country that gave the world many amazing inventions and
discoveries. Several millennia ago, they first learned to use the
wheel, observe the stars and planets, wrote great poems and
invented the most perfect laws at that time. Game tasks on the
book pages will make the reader's journey into the history depths
even more exciting. The book is intended for preschoolers and
younger students.

In this book, we make the young reader and his parents, as well
as grandparents acquainted with all the most interesting things in
Moscow. In order not to forget anything and not to offend
anyone, we decided to talk about this on the pages arranged in
alphabetical order, especially since the city has interesting places
for each letter of the alphabet.

Author, title

Nosyrev I., Prehistoric people

Publisher

Rare Bird

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9905499-6-8
2019
88
Children's book

Author, title

Kedrova N., Inner world. Travel
to Self

Publisher

Rare Bird

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-6041973-7-0
2021
96
Children's book

This book belongs to the popular science series Stories about
History, in which the life of our distant ancestors is told simply,
clearly and cheerfully. All the most important achievements of
primitive man - the "domestication" of fire, the domestication of
animals, the ability to make tools, the development of agriculture
- are shown as the history of one family, or rather a tribe of
prehistoric people. The heroes of this book - the brave hunter
Uh, his wife Ah, son Oh and their numerous relatives - boldly
meet all difficulties, deftly and wittily solve the riddles presented
to them by the unfamiliar and mysterious world around them.

What kind of worlds are there around us? How are they arranged,
according to what laws do they exist? For a very long time, and
maybe always people tried to find out anything and everything
about this/ Different nations invented and told stories in which
different other worlds were described.
In this book, you will get acquainted with one of such
extraordinary worlds - the inner world of a person, which each of
us has and which requires attention and care, like any even the
smallest planet, requires regular thorough cleaning so that it does
not overgrow with baobabs ahead of time

S

Author, title

Victoria Spiryagina, Lullaby

Publisher

Samokat

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00167-193-0
2021
48
Children's picture book

Author, title
Publisher

Anna Rusinova and Dmitriy
Gusev, She’s a Student. The Way
to Women’s University
Samokat

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00167-095-7
2021
96
Сomics

One sheep jumps over the fence, the second sheep jumps over the
fence, it’s high time for sleep and boredom to occupy one’s
mind... but here comes a wolf to eat the sheep! Oh, the sheep
succeeds to run away. The wolf is chasing it. The army of sheep
appears to save their fellow. The wolf shouts for help! Weaponed
wolves meet the sheep army. Am I dreaming already?
If it’s time to go to bed, then count sheep, laugh a lot and sleep
well. This story of wolves and sheep battle created in animated
film style will help!
"Lullaby" is the winner in the Picture Book Category of the Book
Inside (Samokat’s contest for the best book project).

Bestuzhev Courses is a unique phenomenon of the world fight
for women’s higher education. They were set up by women to
become one of the first women’s universities in the world. Note a
difference between allowing women to attend men’s universities
(even without giving a diploma!) and making a special non-state
institution for women. Three founders of Bestuzhev Courses
were making impossible in the conservative society by getting
necessary permissions, attracting the best professors, arranging
investments and fundraising, building a campus and equipping
high-tech laboratories. Where else was it possible at that time?
This book tells the story of the courses and their alumni from the
idea which appeared in late 1860s till 1919 when the Soviet
government merged them with another university.

Author, title

Litvina Alexandra, TransSiberian

Publisher

Samokat

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00167-211-1
2020
76
Non-fiction

Stitching the patchwork of Russia, the Trans-Siberian Railway (or
just the Trans-Sib in short) is the longest railway in the world. It
has been connecting people, their lives, stories, and history for
more than a century. For Russia and for the whole world, it is a
complex symbol: tragic, romantic and heroic at once. This book
unravels the railway through stories told by local people living
along the Trans-Sib, allowing readers to immerse themselves in
an iconic journey through everyday experiences. In the book you
will also find information about regions and stations with some
pieces of advice for travelers, as well as short historical notes and
tips on how to organize your life in the train in which people
spend a whole week. 9288 km ― about 1/4 of the equator in 7
days by train! 75 local storytellers! 36 cities and towns. Even if
you are not planning to embark on a real Trans-sib train, you will
enjoy this virtual dream tour.
2020 The Book of the Year in the category "To Children of the
21st century" (Russia)
2021 Illustrations to Trans-Siberian are selected for the
Illustrators Exhibition of Bologna Children’s Book Fair 2021.
Anna Desnitskaya is among 77 winners chosen from 3235
participants!

Author, title

Publisher

Litvina Alexandra, The
Apartment: A Century of Russian
History
Samokat

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00167-122-0
2017
56
Non-fiction

One century, One family, One story. Discover the closed pages of
the Russian history.
This picture book tells the story of a six-room Moscow apartment
throughout the 20th century through little residents’ diary records,
historical facts and description of simple household items of
different historical periods. The readers, reflected in the
microcosm of the apartment, are invited to immerse into the events
shaping Russia and the world: upheavals and triumphs, wars and
revolutions, days of glory and darkest hours. We open the door
into our own home and talk openly about ourselves. Many things
were left unsaid for a very long time, it is high time to change it.
2016 "Image of the Book" (Russia)
2017 Innovative book project (Russia)
2017 Golden Apple (Slovakia)
2018 Nominated for the Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis (Germany)
2019 Shortlist of the Prix Sorcières (France)
2021 Premio Orbil Prize (Italy)2021Shortlist of Andersen Prixe
(Italy)
2021 Shortlist of UKLA Book Awards (USA)

Author, title

Ukhova Tatiana, Grasshopper

Publisher

Samokat

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00167-095-7
2019
48
Children's picture book

A truthful and striking picture book about responsibility and
respect for nature, friendship and freedom, curiosity and learning
from mistakes. It is a hot summer day in the countryside. The
world around is full of beautiful and intriguing creatures.
Children are left to their own devices. A lonely girl meets a
lonely grasshopper. What will this occasional meeting result in?
There are no words in this book. But sometimes you don’t need
words: you just have to open your eyes and listen – to understand
how fragile this world is.
2018 Grand Prix winner of The Book Inside (Samokat’s contest
for the best book projects)
2019-2020 Twice selected by dPICTUS curators for the 100
Outstanding Picturebooks exhibition in Frankfurt and Bologna..

